Physical user interfaces with enhanced interaction capabilities are emerging along with intelligent production environments. In this manner, we pose the question if contemporary design methods and tools are sufficient for the design of this new breed of user interfaces, or if there is rather a need for more efficient design methods and tools. The paper is initiated with a discussion about the need for more sophisticated physical user interfaces with enhanced capabilities for interacting in intelligent production environments. Based on this idea, we derive several functional and nonfunctional requirements for a suitable design method, supporting the conceptualisation of physical user interfaces in the early phases of product development. Hence, we suggest a modelbased design method, which incorporates a comprehensive context model and modelling tool, applicable to intelligent production environments. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the design method, we further conduct a validation and evaluation of the functional modelling tool, based on an industrial use case, in cooperation with design experts. In the final section of the paper, we critically discuss the key characteristics of the design method and thus identify potential issues for future improvement.
Introduction
There exists a need for design methods that support the conceptualisation phase of physical user interfaces. This particular early design phase requires techniques that are capable of ensuring that user context and requirements are adequately integrated into the entire design process from the very beginning [1] . The challenge is particularly evident when considering interaction within complex environments such as intelligent production environments, as this would require physical user interfaces with more sophisticated technical properties. These can include advanced input and output functionalities, wireless communication, and sensing techniques. The challenge of conceptualising physical user interfaces with suitable design methods becomes clearer when discussing intelligent production environments focussing on service processes as a case study in more detail, as outlined in Figure 1 . In intelligent production environments, physical artefacts such as machinery, control devices, products, and vehicles increasingly possess enhanced technical capabilities.
These can extend from multimodal interaction possibilities to powerful processing capabilities. From a technical point of view, this is due to the integration of sensors, microcontrollers, and telemetric units as the enabling technologies. In this way physical artefacts such as control devices, tooling equipment, vehicles, and robotic systems are upgraded with enhanced technical properties, i.e., transforming from passive objects to interactive products with enhanced capabilities [2] [3] [4] . Humans interacting in these environments are therefore exposed to a variety of complex systems.
In combination with mobile interaction devices, humans are empowered with new interaction opportunities. New interaction opportunities include multimodal and situated interaction where an appropriate combination of specific interaction channels (e.g., acoustic, haptic, visual, and tactile) is activated according to the intermediate context of the user (see Figure 1) .
Conclusively, there is a need for highly customised mobile interaction devices, which go beyond the capabilities of contemporary mobile devices. Thus, input, output, and communication devices have to fulfil a wide range of interaction requirements. The reason lies not only in the fact that they are applied in different locations and situations but also because they have to be able to seamlessly integrate with the working context of the user. As such, devices must not only enable a seamless integration in the technical environment but also integrate with the activity of the user. As illustrated in Figure 1 , mobile interaction devices are intermediary physical user interfaces acting as a means of interaction between the human and the environment [5] . The mobile interaction device supports the users accomplishing their primary tasks through explicit and implicit interaction. Typical tasks where a support through mobile interaction devices is possible are service processes. Service processes represent preventive or troubleshooting tasks which are performed in order to support the production process [6] . Apart from this, service processes are characterised through activities with an increased extent of mobility and thus often are performed in varying locations [7, 8] .
Due to the need of enhanced capabilities of mobile interaction devices, the design methods for mobile interaction devices will have to consider a wide spectrum of possible features as early as in the conceptualisation phase [9] . It becomes obvious from the industrial norm DIN EN ISO 9241-210:2011 (Human-centred design processes for interactive systems/Ergonomics of human-system interaction) as illustrated in Figure 2 (left side) that the early phases of design processes during conceptualisation particularly include the first 2 phases of the user-centred design process. These formerly represent the task and user analysis, i.e., the analysis of user context and specification of requirements. Concurrently these represent the first 2 phases of the product development guideline VDI 2221 [10] as illustrated in Figure 2 (right side). The use of VDI 2221 as a sector-independent procedural guideline is recognised and recommended for development and engineering tasks of technical systems and products. Explicitly in these early design phases, there is a lack of methods and tools which allow a sufficient documentation, analysis, and communication of context of complex work situations [5] . In relation to intelligent production environments, a major challenge for an appropriate design method is the sufficient incorporation of novel interaction concepts [11, 12] and user/usage requirements in the design process. Additionally, it has to be kept in mind that contemporary interaction devices such as control panels and operating device do not fully support potential interaction opportunities provided in intelligent environments (e.g., wireless and multimodal interfaces). Further on to guideline support, existing guidelines and standards for user-centred design as various ISO guidelines such as the ISO 9241-210:2011 or the ISO TR 16982:2002 only provide a rough qualitative framework but do not consider the evolutionary steps of the product emergence [13, 14] . As a consequence, there is a need for appropriate methods and tools which not only support the efficient usage of the context in the conceptual design process but also facilitate the systematic description of the context in intelligent production environments [5] . Due to the high degree of complexity in intelligent production environments, it is not feasible for the designer to consider all contextual aspects of the working situation, without supportive methods and tools [15] . The specification of the contextual aspects can elementarily be described through models as suggested in modelbased approaches for conceptual design of products and user interfaces [16] [17] [18] [18] [19] [20] . However, the essential and sufficient model elements that characterise an intelligent production environment are not adequately standardised. Further, if models were to include the different contextual elements necessary for describing intelligent production environments, it is still a contemporary issue to determine effective criteria and rules for mapping the model elements with one another [18] . Mapping of model elements refers to establishing descriptive or logical relations between the model elements as a basis for constructing rules how contextual elements are dependent upon each other. This is particularly relevant when the model is to be used as a data basis for a tool that supports the design process, as this would justify a connection between context and design information. Concurrently, the mapping of model elements is crucial in the course of a tool for suggesting design recommendations for mobile interaction devices. Although the mapping of model elements has primarily been applied to challenges related to software user interface design (e.g., graphical user interfaces) it can be adopted to physical user interface design. This becomes obvious when logical relations between functionalities of user interfaces and the context of working situations are constructed. Under these circumstances, a relation to the "mapping problem" within the model-based design of software user interfaces can be established [21] . The mapping problem is described as the number of transformation rules which are required to transfer an abstract model to a concrete model [22] . While an abstract model can relate to the representation of user tasks, a concrete model represents the target platform where the user interface is to be implemented. The mapping problem itself originates from the modality theory and was described by Bernsen as "the general mapping problem" [23] : "For every information which is exchanged between the user and a system while performing a task, the input and output modalities are to be determined which offers the best solution for the representation and exchange of this information". When transferred to the context of physical user interfaces it can be interpreted that the technical functionalities of a mobile interaction device (concrete model) have to be in line with the context of the working situation (abstract model). In conjunction with our area, this means that the design recommendations of the functionalities of a mobile interaction device should be in line with the context of the working situation, the environment, and respective user group. 
Materials and Methods

Related Work.
When user requirements are to be integrated into the early design phases, often a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods is common such as user studies, field and user trials, market studies, or interviews [24] . Since the early product development steps as promoted during the sketch phase where user context is analysed and specified are often characterised by loose creativity and innovation, software tools that provide a systematic design support in the sketch phase are rarely in use [25] . The reason is that loose creativity and innovation are more commonly supported by conceptual methods such as 635 Method, brainstorming, or storyboards than with specific software tools [26] . Moreover, information technology is limited to a more indirect role, such as providing structures for a quick idea exchange as in mind-maps or the preparation of sketches and initial drawings like in graphic design software such as Adobe Illustrator. On the other hand, for idea generation creative techniques like brainstorming or 635 Method are well known and used in product development; thus they still require a great deal of subjective interpretation to allow the practitioner to translate the results into tangible design features [27] . Regarding product development methods with a special focus on integrating customer requirements, it has been confirmed that methods which enable an active customer integration, in comparison to methods where customers, are integrated only passively and are more suitable for attaining customer knowledge within innovation development [28] .
Having these aspects in mind, we discuss several design methods and tools in the following section. Notably, we have chosen methods and tools, which are in alignment with the criteria; they provide support in the early design phases and are fully or at least partially capable of integrating and considering user context. Thus, our intention was to uncover their strengths and limitations in accordance with the application to work situations and user interfaces in intelligent production environments.
Design Guidelines and Standards.
Beside creative techniques, design guidelines and standards are well-established supportive tools for the early product development phases such as within the sketch phase and are nowadays in use in industry. As we have mentioned in the previous chapter, some of the most notorious guidelines are the ISO guidelines such as DIN EN ISO 9241-210:2011. This design standard is based on an iterative approach and runs through an unspecific number of design cycles until the final product is established. The decisions about which design techniques and tools are to be applied in the individual stages are among other aspects (e.g., company internal guidelines and checklists) dependent upon the preferences of the designer. The drawback of this kind of guidelines is however that they fail to consider all product variations and features [29] . Concerning mobile interaction devices, typical product features are represented through interaction features. This means that a guideline could be applicable to a mobile interaction device with conventional interaction possibilities. However, guidelines and standards are not sufficient in cases when more specific and advanced devices are required, such as devices supporting multimodal interaction. In this respect, ISO guidelines are usually much generalised and rarely of quantitative nature and thus are only sufficient for a concrete technology design up to a certain extent. Moreover, they are often described in descriptive texts and tables, which is not very much in line with preferences of product developers for the presentation or visualisation of design recommendations. Often these guidelines are complemented by company internal guidelines, such as user interface style guides and reference lists [30] . Due to the close conceptional relevance of some mobile interaction devices to mobile smart phones, design and user studies of modern smartphones and interaction concepts can be complementarily considered [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Complimentary to the abovementioned aspects and limitations, integrating the user context in the design process as early as possible is a primary aim in any respect in order to obtain mobile interaction devices which are fully in line with the aspects of the situation where the envisaged device is to be used.
Model-Based User Interface Development (MBUID)
Tools. When regarding interaction design practices in human-computer interaction (HCI), the majority of approaches focus upon supporting the design process of software user interfaces [36, 37] . Thus, supporting the design process in this domain means to provide methods, tools, or frameworks, which support the user interface developer to implement software code on predefined platforms. Significant efforts are necessary to implement the user interface since the user interface must maintain compatibility to a variety of different platforms and support different modes of interaction. Having this in mind, the consideration of reusability, flexibility, and platform independence in user interface development has led to the proposal of model-based user interface development (MBUID) methods and tools [38] . These have been extensively discussed during the past 20 years for various individual aspects of software systems and for different application domains [39] . An established reference framework for model-based user interface development was developed in the European CAMELEON Project [40] . The reference framework is based on 4 layers, while the upper layers consist of the abstract and concrete models and the lower layer represents the software code of the user interface [41] . Another model-based development tool, focussing on the implementation of wearable user interfaces (WUI), called WUI-Toolkit, was proposed in [42] . Further wellknown techniques and tools in the MBUID community were proposed by Puerta, Vanderdonckt, Luyten, Clerckx, and Calvary [38, [43] [44] [45] . However, in spite of the vast amount of research conducted in this area, only limited efforts have been spent so far in advancing model-based methods and tools for designing physical interaction components of industrial user interfaces [37] . Different from traditional mobile HCI where the physical platform or client often represented a GUI-based device such as a smartphone or tablet-PC, the physical platform can be any interactive physical object in Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 5 the environment with processing capabilities and support different modes of interaction. This means that physical user interfaces supporting information exchange with the environment must be tailored to the specific interaction needs. A good example is represented by human-computer interaction scenarios, where the need for systematically conceptualising adequate technologies for interaction support becomes obvious.
Tools for Prototyping Physical
Interaction. Prototyping of physical user interfaces is highly relevant to understanding physical interaction between the prototyping subject, i.e., the hardware component that can be any type of input/output device, embedded system or sensor/actuator, and the human. The design task itself is likely to be successful if the designer has sound technical understanding of the physical user interface and at the same time the required interaction procedures. For this purpose, a number of toolkits have emerged supporting different facets of physical prototyping of user interfaces [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Most well-known physical prototyping toolkits in the HCI domain include "Shared Phidgets" a toolkit for prototyping distributed physical user interfaces and "iStuff mobile" a rapid prototyping framework for exploring sensor-based interfaces with existing mobile phones [49] . Complimentarily there exist conceptual frameworks such as for tangible user interfaces, a paradigm of providing physical form to digital information, thus making bits directly manipulable [46] . Independent of the embedded characteristics of these toolkits and frameworks, prototyping physical interaction is specifically dominated by challenges such as programming interactions among physical and digital user interfaces, implementing functionality for different platforms and programming languages, and building customised electronic objects [52] . While the abovementioned toolkits are more or less subject to these challenges, more recent efforts such as the "ECCE Toolkit" successfully address these issues by substantially lowering the complexity of prototyping small-scale sensor-based physical interfaces [52] . In spite of these approaches, it must be noted that these tools usually support prototyping of a specific type or category of physical user interfaces (e.g., sensors). More important is the fact that these tools do not sufficiently consider processes and task descriptions and their concurrent interrelations to appropriate user interface functionalities.
Inclusive Design
Toolkits. An approach to support the design process of physical interaction devices (e.g., keyboards, displays) was developed by the Engineering Design Centre of the University of Cambridge [29, 46] . The approach is based on a web-based toolkit called "Inclusive Design Toolkit," which can be considered as an online repository of design knowledge and interactive resources, leading to a proposal of inclusive design procedures and further more specific inclusive design tools, which designers may consult to accompany them through their product development process. In accordance with the definition of the British Standards Institution from 2005, inclusive design as such can be considered as a general design approach for products, services, and environments that include the needs of the widest number of people in a wide variety of situations and to the greatest extent possible [53, 54] . Generally, inclusive design approaches are currently present in the consumer product sector. Although these approaches are more commonly applied to special user groups, from a technical point of view there exist no limits regarding its application to industrial products such as physical user interfaces. In this respect, inclusive design can be seen as progressive, goaloriented process, an aspect of business strategy and design practice [46] . However, an application to industrial use cases is not feasible as the focus is upon fulfilling only the requirements of users but less upon the entire context of the application. Apart from this shortcoming, offered tools for inclusive design rely on the designers' assumptions; thus assumptions have a risk of not being accurate, which can drive to incorrect assessments [29] . For supporting the early design phase of user interfaces the University of Bremen developed a set of design tools which support designers of physical user interfaces from the sketch to the evaluation phase with a virtual user model [55] . The results of the related EU project VICON (http://www.vicon-project.eu) can be obtained from the open source platform Sourceforge and from the project website. Although the focus was primarily set upon users with special accessibility needs, the approach extends inclusive design principles by considering not only the user requirements but also complementarily other contextual aspects such as environmental context. Additionally, the approach implies model-based options for an adaptation upon other context domains beyond the consumer product sector.
Design Patterns.
Another design approach which can be applied to physical user interfaces is the design pattern approach as described by [56] . The theoretical background of design patterns was proposed as early as in the 1960s by Christopher Alexander [57] . In the 1970s Alexander developed a pattern language for an architectural design where 253 design patterns were proposed with universal character [58] . These allow a catalogue style description of patterns based on their properties. In later years the design pattern theory was adopted to the area of software development [59, 60] as well as extended to other subdomains of computer science such as ubiquitous computing and interaction design [61] . More recently design pattern approaches have been applied to the context of adaptive user interfaces [56, 62] , although up until now there exist no complete collection of design patterns regarding the reusability of physical interaction components.
Through the analysis of the abovementioned design methods, approaches, and tools, we have unveiled a number of limitations and insufficiencies regarding their application to designing physical user interfaces for intelligent production environments. These are summarised in Table 1 .
In Figure 3 the functional requirements are summarised in relation to the limitations identified in Table 1 .
Although the definition of an appropriate context model will be discussed in a later section, it is reasonable to consider the role of emotional awareness in designing physical user interfaces. Integrating emotions in context for developing emotional aware systems have been particularly investigated in several research papers [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . In [63] an approach is In spite of the general notion that emotional awareness is more relevant to applications for consumers, it is complimentarily recognised that emotional aware techniques can also provide value for collaborative work scenarios, e.g., as a means of improving interaction among group members. A comprehensive survey of mobile affective sensing systems has been conducted in [64] . A major focus was on breaking down and understanding the interrelation of the elements of sensing, analysis and application when designing affective sensing systems. For this purpose, a component model for affective sensing has been proposed, expressing that the most crucial challenges still rely on understanding the link between people's emotions and behaviour in different contexts yielding in the need of more sophisticated emotional models. From a more practical point of view, the aggregation of emotional data across places over time, privacy, and energy awareness is seen as the most significant challenges for implementing affective sensing systems. When viewing contemporary technologies, facial recognition, voice analytics, eye tracking, VR and AR technology, biosensors, and sentiment analysis are considered as key enabling technologies for realising emotional awareness in physical user interfaces [64, 65] . Furthermore, these technologies are necessary for making emotions machine-readable and interpretable. The most recent research efforts from 2015 until today see the greatest
Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 7 benefits of integrating emotional context through affective sensing systems in consumer-based applications such as marketing and consumer applications, health and wellbeing, and entertainment. This tendency unveils that there exists a need for more comprehensive research efforts regarding the value and implications of emotional awareness in professional domains such as in service processes in intelligent production environments. Finally, the limitations in Table 1 served as an essential basis for us in order to define requirements for a design method appropriate for conceptualising mobile interaction devices in intelligent production environments. As the envisaged design method should not only be declarative but also provide mechanisms, which fulfil certain functions with qualitative criteria, it is reasonable to distinguish between functional requirements and nonfunctional requirements. Likewise, the differentiation between functional and nonfunctional requirements is well-established practice in requirements engineering [26] . In this manner, the identified limitations in Table 1 provided us with a basis for deriving functional and nonfunctional requirements for a respective design method.
Design Method Requirements.
In accordance with the limitations defined in Table 1 , it was possible for us to relate a number of functional requirements for an appropriate design method. Concurrently, the identified limitations represent functional limitations of existing design approaches with respect to designing physical user interfaces for intelligent production environments. The functional requirements are therefore directly derived from the respective functional limitation and can be considered as requirements for specific functionalities that an appropriate design method has to fulfil in order to provide a sufficient support for conceptualising mobile interaction devices.
Nonfunctional requirements, on the other hand, can be seen as quality criteria for a set of functional requirements, which can be applied to infer concrete procedures of the design method. When adopting a model-based character for the design method, generally valid requirements for reference models such as reusability, universality, adaptability, and recommending ability can serve as an orientation for defining nonfunctional requirements [57, 58] . Likewise, a set of nonfunctional requirements, which at the same time correspond to the general properties of reference models, can be derived from the above-defined functional requirements. These are illustrated and interrelated in Table 2 . Concurrently the identified nonfunctional requirements additionally can be related to some of the major qualities of a software according to ISO/IEC 9126-1 (norm for product quality in software engineering). These are specifically functionality, reliability, usability, maintainability, and portability, which are mapped to the nonfunctional requirements for and functional requirements (FR) of the envisaged design method. Emphasizing the relation of functional and nonfunctional requirements of the design method to quality attributes for evaluating software makes sense as it enables a standardised validation process through well-defined and recognised validation criteria.
Under these circumstances, the nonfunctional requirements in Table 2 illustrate that there exists a connection between the qualitative characteristics of the envisaged design method and the general properties of reference models (middle column). This aspect underpins that the design method should incorporate a model-based character. In other words, the basis for designing mobile interaction devices for intelligent production environments should be represented by a model, which describes and interrelates the context of intelligent production environments. Concurrently, the model can be used in order to infer design recommendations and present these in a comprehensive way. In the next 8 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction FR2-Considerations of interactive products with multimodal interaction possibilities; Consideration of physical user interfaces, supporting the selection and configuration of appropriate mobile interaction devices section of the paper, the identified requirements will be consulted in order to develop concrete procedures and define a conceptional framework in alignment to the design method.
Conceptual Design Framework.
In the preceding chapter, we pointed out that a key property of the design method is model-based, which results in the need for a modelbased design method. In respect to the identified functional requirements (FR1-FR6), it is constructive that we consider models or modelling principles as one of the major means for attaining the functional requirements. Modelling principles likewise imply techniques and tools for establishing and combining information. In this case, the information is represented in context elements, which is particularly relevant for working situations in intelligent production environments. Through the qualitative analysis of the functional and nonfunctional requirements, it is possible for us to elaborate several tangible procedures, which can be directly incorporated into procedural guidelines of the design method. These are described in Table 3 .
The compilation of the procedures in the table provides further insight regarding scope and structure of necessary context elements. As such, we propose that the sufficient description of the context which, e.g., includes the working situation, the environment, and potential design recommendations can be described with specific partial models.
The aim at this point is described as identifying the scope and type of partial models that are sufficient for describing a context in intelligent production environments. The identification of relevant context elements is based upon a qualitative analysis regarding the categorisation of context for intelligent production environments. In this analysis, we identified necessary context elements and extended these into a context model for intelligent production environments. The foundation of the model is loosely related to Schmidt's model for context-aware computing [69] . The model of Schmidt proposes a context feature space for context-aware mobile computing that incorporates human and physical environment factors. On a high level, these factors can be interrelated to the functional requirement FR5-integration and consideration of context information in respect to the work context in intelligent production environments. Having this in mind, Schmidt's model was considered as a rudimentary basis for specifying the context in intelligent production environments. Figure 4 illustrates an extended context model for intelligent production environments, where Schmidt's model was used as a basis [8] . The extended context model focusses towards supporting the design of wearable computing systems in intelligent production environments. Likewise, wearable computing systems consist of configurable input and output devices and offer advanced interaction opportunities to the user. Accordingly, they represent mobile interaction devices in the broader sense. Pertaining to the model of Schmidt, we have maintained the differentiation between human and environmental context. These context elements are concurrently connected to the functionalities and properties of a potential mobile interaction device. In this scheme, human context is directly related to the role of the users, tasks, and interactions with the environment. All situations that can be captured with human senses are relevant here. The environmental context is defined through a type of context that may result from human context and that can be captured with the help of an intermediary system [70] . Thus, an intermediary system can be represented by a technical device that is capable of capturing environment data for instance through sensors. As such, the environmental context is a dynamic context like physical conditions of a working environment (e.g., light conditions, infrastructure, and temperature), as well as the technical properties and artefacts of the environment. The underlying idea of the extended model is based on the assumption that human and environmental context directly affects the type of interaction resource and interaction modality of the envisaged interaction device. Therefore a partial model describing the characteristics of potential interaction devices is necessary which is referred to as "platform context" in the extended context model in Figure 4 . Notably, the area where human context and environmental context is connected over different instances can be regarded as the context domain of a mobile interaction device. The reason is that it represents the area where both human and environmental contexts are directly connected to the platform context. As an example, considering solely very bright light conditions in the working environment may lead to the design recommendation of a light adaptive display. However, when also considering the human context, e.g., that the primary task of the user requires full visual attention, the resulting design recommendation would be further constrained and consequently lead to an alternative design recommendation for the related platform. This example shows that considering only human context is not sufficient to acquire a valid recommendation for the most appropriate platform. Moreover, we think it is necessary to consider all relevant contextual aspects and their mutual impacts in order to attain a valid design recommendation for the most appropriate mobile platform. Accordingly, we have consulted the extended context model in Figure 4 for identifying the most significant context elements for setting up an appropriate context model. For this purpose, it is constructive to cluster the context elements of the extended context model according to their correlation. Elements that have a high correlation can be united to a single context element. As a result, six context elements were abstracted which concurrently implies all context main and subelements of the extended context model, as highlighted in Figure 5 . With the identified context elements, it is possible to specify the context model more comprehensively. Six context elements can be transferred into six individual partial models. From this perspective, the different context elements provide insight into the scope and type of possible partial models for the design method. However, when considering that an implementation of the context model is foreseen, the complexity of the model should be held as low as possible while maintaining functional requirements. This means that the fulfilment of the requirement universality of the context model yields in describing context elements in a higher level of abstraction. This prevents the consideration of interactions as a means of refinement/detailing of work tasks. Moreover, we propose to rather consider interaction constraints, interaction preferences, and exemplary interactions since these are likely to have a direct impact on the type of interaction resources. When the user interactions are reduced to interaction constraints of the user, the interaction model can be merged into the user model that results to one partial model. In detail, this means that six context elements are the basis for five partial models, namely, task model, user model, environment model, object model, and platform model.
In spite the fact that the six context elements in Figure 5 are sufficient for describing the context in an intelligent production environment, the model does not yet incorporate design recommendations that are necessary in order to gain qualitative design recommendations as a main function of the design method. In alignment with the model-based character, we find it reasonable that the context model should, therefore, include design recommendations as an additional context element resulting to an additional partial model. This additional partial model provides the necessary data basis for inferring design recommendations, which implies that there must be data relations between the design recommendations and all other remaining context elements. Strictly speaking, the recommendation model possesses data relations to all other partial models such as task model, user model, environment model, object model, and platform model. In this way, the extended context model can be leveraged to include seven context elements that are the basis for six partial models. The partial models as highlighted in the upper right side in Figure 6 include task model, user model, environment model, object model, platform model, and recommendation model. The first four partial models, namely, task model, user model, environment model, object model, and platform model, provide context information for potential aspects of a working situation in an intelligent production environment. When these are interlinked with the recommendation model, the initial basis is finally prepared for an overall, functional context model.
Structure and contents of the context model represent a formal collection of terminologies or in other words a terminological reference framework for a specific application domain. This view is in line with the notion of an ontology. Accordingly, it is legitimate to describe the partial models of the context model as an ontology. In this way, the model data is applied as a representation of the context. One of the main advantages of describing partial models in a semantic language like OWL (Web Ontology Language) is that already existing information is not negated when subjoining new information (Open World Assumption). Concurrently this is the necessary condition in order to be able to infer new knowledge. As a consequence, the six partial models can be realised on the basis of ontology classes. Figure 7 highlights the data interrelations described in the data properties between the recommendation model and the task model of the overall context model. The example describes an inspection process (class) where testing (instance) is required. The description of the inspection task within the ontology implies the description of the required component and functionality of the interaction device as a data property. Thus, the functionality is described as input, output, and communication functionality, while the relevant component is described as input, output, and a communication unit. On this level, data relations to the recommendation model are established through the matching terms included in the descriptions of the data properties. Considering the recommendation class "implicit interaction identification techniques", the data relation to the task model that means the description of the required functionality and components for the corresponding recommendation are defined. The data interrelation represents the basis for specifying logical rules with the support of a reasoning engine while a reasoner is able to identify data properties between the partial models that correspond to one another and infer a logical rule. As a result, an input device as a communication device, which supports implicit interaction (RFID reader), is recommended. The relations of the remaining ontology classes such as user, environment, object, and platform also include descriptions of the data relations to the recommendation model. Vice versa, the recommendation model is defined by data relations to the remaining partial models. As such, these are handled in the same manner as described with the task model. As a consequence, each recommendation (E1. . .En) is defined through data properties of the instances of the ontology classes.
Procedural Model for the Design Method.
According to the procedural guidelines identified in the preceding section, we propose the corresponding procedure model in Figure 8 . The procedure model is initiated by the procedure of constructing six partial models, yielding to a basic context model that combines all six partial models into an initial model. The requirement for setting up the initial model is described stepwise as follows:
(1) Definition of partial models in a semantic language and definition of data properties (i.e., name, real value, and category) for all six ontology classes and instances. This implies manually defining the properties of the ontology classes and partial models. (2) Profiling of the task model and creation of data relations.
The task model should follow the predefined task definitions, which are configured to match mobile working situations in production environments. For this purpose, we have chosen a generic and standardised task description based upon the task catalogue for maintenance according to the DIN 31051 (German industrial standard for the fundamentals of maintenance). In this respect, profiling is a necessary step in order to pursue a task and activity selection. To achieve this, the instances (activities) are grouped into different classes (tasks) according to their data properties. At the same time, data relations between the instances and ontology classes are defined as a foundation for the generation of rules. Through completing these two steps, the requirement for the configuration of the working situation is prepared and the manual configuration of a working situation is conducted, which leads to the third step in the procedural model. For this purpose, the task of the user is specified with the task model by selecting predefined tasks and activities in accordance with the work situation. As such, the basis for the modelling of the work situation is the database of the initial model. In order to enable and visualise the configuration process, we propose to apply a modelling tool, which shall be described in a later section. After the tasks of the working situation are selected, a number of textbased design recommendations are presented. Subsequently, further contextual constraints such as environmental aspects, interaction and user constraints, user preferences, and object aspects are defined with the modelling tool.
(4) Analysis of the work situation with a reasoning engine as an integral part of the modelling tool. This is carried out automatically through the principle of inference. Through this approach new knowledge is inferred from existing knowledge (within the initial model), which finally is incorporated in the final model. Practically this implies that the amount of context information is reduced to the specific context-dependent information. The result is a list of text-based design recommendations in accordance with platform components, functionalities, and variations, which refer to a specific production context of an intelligent production environment.
(5) Validation of the results.
In this final manual step, potential contradictions and inconsistencies are uncovered, which might lead to an adaptation of the initial model such as the introduction of new data interrelations. Thus, an adaptation or extension of partial models is required in order to add new expert knowledge and can be practically performed through an ontology.
Implementation of the Modelling Tool.
The implementation of the modelling tool as seen in Figure 9 is technically regarded as an implementation of the system architecture of the required modelling tool. At the same time it is important to note that the implementation of the modelling tool can be considered as a major part of formalizing the design method. This is because the modelling tool incorporates and connects the context models on the basis of an ontology as discussed in the preceding sections. Based on the requirements and guidelines elaborated in the last sections, Figure 9 presents the system architecture of a prototypical modelling tool that is composed of a front end (user interface) and backend (reasoning engine and ontology model). As illustrated in the third and fourth step of the procedural model in Figure 8 , the modelling tool should allow the configuration, visualisation, and analysis of the work situation, as well as the output of design recommendations. In order to fulfil these requirements, the configuration of the work situation is accomplished with the ontology data of the partial model (initial model) in the backend sphere. Thus, to process the ontology data, we have applied the Apache Jena Framework. Jena as such provides a collection of tools and Java libraries to develop Java applications. As a rule-based inference system, Jena includes a reasoning engine. The reasoning engine is responsible for analysing the consistency of ontology data and assessing the rule framework. Due to this inference process, the final model is created. Finally, the created ontology data of the partial models are imported and exported through the Jena interface. Figure 10 provides an overview of the initial model, which is represented by the ontology data of the six partial models.
A more comprehensive overview of the database of the partial models is made visible by applying the prototypical modelling tool. The focus of the modelling tool is restricted to the data basis of the partial models, and as such to the sequential configuration of a mobile work situation within a production scenario in order to acquire appropriate physical platform components and design recommendations for conceptualising mobile interaction devices. These are to be in line with the predefined context of a mobile work situation.
The necessary steps that lead to a design recommendation are dependent upon 4 modelling steps by configuring tasks, environment, user, and objects. Figure 11 shows the original version of the graphical user interface (front end) of the prototypical modelling tool. We have programmed the modelling tool in Java with the support of the Java Development Kit (JDK) and the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The layout of the user interface and the arrangement of the functional icons follow a classical programming structure. Figure 11 was at the same time the basis for a technical validation and an evaluation with end users.
Results and Discussion
Validation and Evaluation of the Modelling Tool.
We have conducted the validation of the modelling tool through the configuration of a representative working situation and comparison to the internal data relations of the model [5] . As such, the validation provides the evidence that the modelling tool and finally the design method is capable of continuously generating the appropriate design recommendations for mobile interaction devices, which are in line with a specified work situation. As a typical work situation, we have chosen a maintenance process in a production environment where troubleshooting and calibration represent the tasks that are performed. In the work situation, the user is interacting with tools, wearing protective gloves and prefers visual data acquisition. We have further conducted the verification of the design recommendations on basis of the ontology data of the initial model. For every stepwise configuration of the work situation (task, environment, user, and object), the data relation of the design recommendation has been manually read out of the data model and documented. Afterwards, we have compared these results to the results provided by the modelling tool when successively configuring the described work situation. The results confirm that the manually determined recommendations are fully in line with the results determined by the modelling tool. This means the manually determined design recommendations from the initial model are identical to the automatically determined design recommendation by the reasoning engine. The identification of inconsistencies would have been an evidence that there is a bug in the data relations, which might lead to different or inappropriate recommendations.
Afterwards, we have performed the evaluation of the design method in cooperation with design experts from several companies. Among the participants were user interface designers, mobile technology developers, and technical consultants. The purpose was to test the method in practice in order to gather feedback from designers regarding the applicability and usability of the method. The evaluation involved the usage of the modelling tool while configuring a given mobile service process. Subsequently, the designers answered an online questionnaire in LimeSurvey, an open source online survey tool. As a use case, we have selected an inspection process in a factory plant as this represents a typical process where large amounts of data have to be collected by interacting with the environment with the help of physical user interfaces. To support the participants, we have described the inspection process as a comprehensive text, while highlighting certain keywords (process steps and tasks), which can be easily identified in the modelling tool. A time slot of seven days with three days follow-up was predetermined for the participants. The whole evaluation process, which involved installing the modelling tool, configuring the use case, and answering the online questionnaire, took averagely 45-60 minutes per participant. Although 22 companies confirmed their participation, only the representatives of 11 companies practically conducted the whole evaluation. The results of the evaluation were significantly constructive for the refinement of the modelling tool, which is described in the next chapter.
During the configuration of the use case, the majority of the participants had difficulties to distinguish clearly between the context elements user tasks and user interactions as according to the proposed context model, tasks, and interactions were integrated into one single submodel. While configuring the process some participants expressed the requirement to be able to add individually and more detailed defined context elements, which go beyond the data basis of the initial model. Regarding the quality of the design recommendations, the majority of the participants considered these as comprehensive. Besides, the participants perceived the design recommendations as beneficial since they still left enough space for implementing creative efforts of the designers. However, the participants had a consensus that the visual presentation of the design recommendations should be improved since the modelling tool claims to provide a significant benefit in the early design process. In this respect, the use of examples with images such as illustrations of the platform components was proposed. Table 4 provides an overview up to what qualitative extent the modelling tool fulfils the nonfunctional qualities of a software according to ISO/IEC 9126-1. Classifications between low, medium, and high fulfilment are based on the feedback of the evaluation results.
Usability and maintainability were considered as being fulfilled to a low extent since; e.g., the presentation and visualisation of design recommendations as well as the limitation regarding extension were unsatisfactory to the majority of the participants. In addition, the user interface for configuring the work situations was not implemented in a self-explaining manner and thus still has room for further improvement. On the other hand, functionality in the sense of general applicability and inferability, namely, obtaining design recommendations from context, was perceived very well be the participants.
Refinement of the Modelling
Tool. The refinement of the modelling tool focussed upon two major aspects identified during the evaluation: the extension of the context model and the improvement of the visual representation of the design recommendations.
For this purpose, we suggested incorporating a technique that improves the visual presentation of design recommendations and at the same time ensures capturing and integration of expert knowledge in a straightforward way. When considering design pattern techniques as described by [56, 61] , it appears reasonable to apply this approach in the design method. The advantages of this form of information presentation lie particularly in the standardised structuring and processing of design information. Concurrently, this may lead to a simplification of design information exchange and reuse between design teams. Besides, a better visualisation and communication of design recommendations can be achieved by applying a mechanism that compiles text-based design information to a PDF file, which follows the structure of a design pattern. The objective from a designer perspective would be to have a tool that automatically generates design patterns from acquired design recommendations, which originate from the data of the initial model. This means that instead of relying on a collection of existing design patterns and matching these to a given context, the approach here pursues to create the design patterns from the obtained platform components and design recommendations.
In this manner, we decided to extend the modelling tool with a functionality that enables the automatic generation of physical design patterns as highlighted in Figure 12 . In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we found it reasonable to realise twenty exemplary design patterns, consisting of input, output, and communication devices. Subsequently, we have implemented an automatic mechanism in the modelling tool that enables an automatic generation of design patterns based on the design recommendations of the tool. The design patterns can then further be grouped according to their affiliation to ontology subclasses and instances with the aim of validating the consistency of design patterns for a certain working situation. This means design patterns belonging to the same ontology subclasses and instances can be grouped by a certain category, while design patterns with overlapping ontology subclasses and instances can be considered interrelated. For example, two design patterns describing a keyboard and a flexible display, although mainly possessing different ontology subclasses and instances, could both belong to the task instance "maintenance" and therefore be regarded as interrelated to one another. Subsequently, for a configured work situation, although design patterns belonging to different subclasses and instances are suggested, it can nevertheless be assumed that there exists a relation between these individual design patterns. Finally, related design patterns are more likely to be appropriate for a certain work situation than design patterns, which are not related in any sense. Thus, the property of relations between design patterns represents one of the main requirements of a design pattern language, which is a good basis for an extension of this work.
The solution space of the platform component consists of a text-based recommendation, a description of the functionality, of the platform component, the variations, and the sources as illustrated exemplarily in Figure 13 .
In alignment with the introduction of design patterns, we believe it is a reasonable path to facilitate the creation of additional design patterns based on the expertise of the designers. The creation of additional design patterns would fulfil the requirement of ensuring a continuous update of the design recommendations and platform components. Vice versa, extending design patterns by the users of the modelling tool indirectly leads to an extension of the context model as suggested during the evaluation process. This becomes obvious when the considering that the data from the additional design patterns can be seamlessly integrated into the platform and recommendation models. At the same time, this approach would grant dynamic properties to the context model.
Under the premise that these approaches are integrated into the procedural model in Figure 8 , the model is refined and extended with respect to the procedural steps. Figure 14 illustrates the procedural model of the design method, which is extended by the feature of visualising and generating design patterns. The lower part of the model shows the extended procedural steps of the design method. From a practical point of view, the functionality of creating design recommendations is employed in the modelling tool by a designated functionality that automatically retrieves the design pattern, which corresponds to the particular design recommendation. As mentioned, the design pattern follows the composition of HCI design patterns, which incorporates a description of the context, problem, solution, and an image of the platform component. However, the design recommendation and the platform component information do not per default include a description of the problem and an image of the mobile interaction device.
Therefore, it is necessary to complement this information a priori to the design pattern generation in order to bring the design pattern in line with the HCI design pattern structure. Finally, the emerged design patterns are crosschecked and validated by an expert and subsequently incorporated in the initial model. In this manner, it is ensured that the data of the initial model is continuously updated and thus upgraded from a nonfunctional perspective with dynamical properties.
Potentials of the Modelling Tool.
In the first version of the modelling tool as described in Section 2.5, the design recommendations are prioritised regarding their relevance, based upon the approval of the applied user interface technologies in practice. However, the prioritisation is limited by a fixed predefinition in the initial model (high, medium, and low), which does not provide a mechanism to further distinguish between same priority levels of design recommendations. Practically, this means that two or more design recommendations having the same priority levels and belonging to the same type of interaction component are not further distinguished. This leads to the fact that the designer has to decide which design recommendation is most suitable for the work context. Through dynamically assigning priority levels to the design recommendations, it would be possible to differ, e.g., between relevant and optional design recommendations. This could be achieved by employing an intelligent algorithm, which may keep track of how often a design recommendation has been proposed and employed for a certain work context.
A further aspect was the implication of the design recommendations upon the overall user interface concept when concurrently implementing multiple design recommendations. Likely, the implementation of a quantitative design recommendation may have a negative implication (undesired effect) on other interaction components; i.e., design recommendations may affect each other when these are all implemented. As an example, a recommendation of a discrete distance between the keys of a keyboard may lead to the situation that the arrangement and form factor of nearby interaction components are affected accordingly. In order to minimise this effect, it is necessary to investigate the contextual relations between design recommendations more thoroughly. A major step could be to define dependencies between design patterns, which may result in developing a pattern language. Conclusively, we believe that the conception of a design pattern language for mobile interaction devices in intelligent production environments should lead to a significant contribution to the advancement of design pattern languages. However, at this point, the necessity for the development of a design pattern language is less an issue for qualitative design patterns because of the broader design space and a higher freedom of design. As qualitative recommendations are more suitable for the realisation of new user interface concepts, quantitative recommendations are more efficient for the refinement and adaptation of existing user interface concepts. For this reason, we advise considering a balance between qualitative and quantitative design recommendations.
Conclusions
In this paper, we dealt with the realisation of a design method for conceptualising physical user interfaces, namely, mobile interaction devices for intelligent production environments. The analysis of the state of the art had the aim of identifying the shortcomings of existing design methods, tools, and techniques. This enabled us to derive a series of functional and nonfunctional requirements. These were interrelated to one another while construing (at this point loosely defined) procedural guidelines for a suitable design method, which yielded in a comprehensive procedural model. In alignment with the procedural model, we proposed a model-based conceptual framework, which considers the scope, structure, and modelling techniques for describing the features of mobile interaction devices. Thus, in line with the notion of a model-based framework, we further proposed an ontologybased context model, which consists of six interrelated partial models that provide the means for describing intelligent production contexts. Correspondingly, we suggested the need for a modelling tool, which enables not only the configuration of work situations but also the inference of design recommendations through the utilisation of a reasoning technique. This allows the elaboration of text-based design recommendations in relation to platform components and their priority level for mobile interaction devices. The implementation of a modelling tool as a part of the design method was achieved through the implementation of a system architecture, which includes all modules required for the applying of the design method. Within the prototypical version of the modelling tool, we managed to demonstrate that a series of design recommendations are inferred, including also those recommendations that are not explicitly excluded. Due to this fact, the design recommendations were categorised context-dependently according to "high," "medium," and "low" priority.
We have then enhanced the prototypical modelling tool with the additional functional requirement of considering an improvement of the visualisation of design recommendations and an extension of the context model. In this respect, we have introduced a mechanism that enables the automatic generation of design patterns from the context-dependent design recommendations and platform components. In close correlation to this feature, we have recognised that there is a need for a feature that ensures that the underlying context model is continuously held up to date. For this purpose, we have employed a feature that enables an on-demand creation of additional design patterns while integrated into the initial model. In summary, this led to a revised procedural model for the design method.
We note that the challenges incorporated with the early design phases in user interface conceptualisation are not yet entirely exploited. The fact that intelligent production environments are characterised by cyberphysical systems will increase the need for specialised mobile interaction devices, which support the interaction with distributed information in the cyberphysical work environment. As a consequence, methods and tools, which consider and efficiently utilise the context within the product development process, will play a significant role. Moreover, it will eventually be recognised that emotional awareness is an equally important context element, which cannot be neglected in the early design phases. Examples include maintenance processes and collaborative working in intelligent production environments where emotions as fear, inconvenience, fatigue, boredom, and distraction can have a severe impact on safety conditions and quality of work of the human.
Conclusively, in economic terms, within the design organizations and divisions, we consider that supporting methods and tools should be able to seamlessly integrate into already existing development processes. Particularly, methods and tools which are least-disruptive regarding existing and wellestablished design processes will possess the potential to be accepted by product-developing companies in the long run.
Outlook and Future Work
In this paper, we have set the focus on the early design phase (sketch phase) of mobile interaction devices, particularly suitable for work situations concerning intelligent production environments. Beyond the sketch phase, the proposed context model definitely possesses the potential to be integrated and utilised in the CAx design phase. Hence, the advantage of this possibility lies in the realisation of (data) annotations to priority existing 3D conceptional designs of product data models. Accordingly, in the EU research project VICON (http://www.vicon-project.eu) first approaches were developed for realising annotations between product data models and design recommendations from the sketch phase. This approach and the underlying techniques were demonstrated with quantitative design recommendations for user interfaces of mobile phones and washing machines. It is conceivable that these results may be used effectively for leveraging the introduced design method to be integrated into the CAx design phase. Next to the integration in the CAx design phase, we definitely see a great potential for integrating our modelling approach with prototyping tools for physical interaction such as for tangible user interfaces and phidget components. In this respect, the formal presentation of design recommendations of our modelling tool can be construed as XML-defined design patterns in order to achieve an interoperability with physical UI prototyping tools such as the ECCE toolkit and vice versa [52] . In this way, process and tasks configurations for work situations and their interrelation to design recommendations can be seamlessly integrated on an abstract level, complementing the contemporary features of physical UI prototyping tools.
Apart from the challenges related to the subsequent design phases, we expect that software user interfaces will converge with physical user interfaces. An appropriate example which highlights this paradigm is to consider touch screens, as hardware and software elements are directly entangled with one another. Thus, design methods in this area should be capable of considering both development strands. Additionally, due to the continuous advancement of mobile interaction devices including wearable technology, we anticipate that adaptive hardware concepts will play an increasingly vital role in cyberphysical production environments. Further, we believe that it is likely that adaptive physical user interfaces are capable of coping with a wide range of situations, as it is currently possible with discrete mobile interaction devices. Thereby, new requirements and possibilities will emerge within user interface design. It will be less the case to uncover relations between interaction concepts and work situations. Moreover, the point will be to describe the spectrum of configuration possibilities of adaptive interaction devices in relation to different work situations. When we consider the continuous emergence of the fourth industrial revolution, it is reasonable to predict that adaptive hardware concepts will be a well-established interaction concept in the future. This tendency will concurrently foster new paradigms in product development, which possess the potential of dissolving the limitations between the design process and the designed artefact.
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